
FABLe
Fluency Assessment and Benchmarking in 

Literacy Education. 



Our Mission
To develop a digital tool for assessment and building of 

foundational literacy skills for the Indian context.





India: Current Scenario

There are 372 million children in India between the ages of 0 to 141

50 percent of fifth-graders cannot read second grade text2

If we do not do something to build foundational literacy soon, we run the risk of 100 
million children becoming illiterate3

India is committed to providing quality education for all children by 20304

1. Census 2011;    2.  Annual Status of Education Report (ASER) 2018:    3. Draft of the National Education Policy, 2019;    4. United Nations Sustainable Development Goal 4 - Quality Education ; Icons - The Noun Project



Introducing FABLe

The Fluency Assessment for Benchmarking in Literacy education (FABLe) is
a mobile and tablet-based app that is used by teachers to assess, monitor

and drive instruction for foundational literacy skills in the Indian context.



Key Features

INTERVENTION SUPPORT
Error analysis to guide educators about intervention plans

AUTOMATED ANALYTICS
Automated reports and grouping suggestions based on student needs

CONVENIENCE
Digital tool : available on all handheld devices

LOCAL BENCHMARKS
Contextualised passages that are benchmarked to the Indian population



Automated grouping

The app automatically sorts 
students into intervention 

groups based on their reading 
scores. 

Benchmark or Progress 
Monitoring assessments

Teachers can choose between 
grade level benchmark 

assessments or progress 
monitoring assessments at the 

child’s level.  



Online Scoring

Teachers tap on words to mark 
as errors. Total errors are noted 

on the top right. The in-built 
timer indicates when to stop the 

assessment.  

Fluency and Retell quality 
checklist

Teachers also rate the quality of 
students’ read aloud and retell 

skills.  



FABLe Reports

FABLe reports show total words 
read, words read correctly, total 

errors and error percentage. 
They also display the read 

aloud and retell skills the child 
demonstrated.  

Cumulative reports

Teachers can also view student 
progress graphs plotted over 

time.   



Error and Word Analysis

FABLe reports guide teachers on what areas of 
reading to focus on by highlighting high priority 

error words, as well as the type of errors → sight, 
phonics, or morphological.   



How is FABLe being 
used currently?

1. Pilot study of 285 third-grade students 
conducted in February 2020. 

a. Teachers said FABLe was easy to 
administer and interpret scores. 

b. FABLe data matched teacher 
perception of student needs. 

c. FABLe identified students needing 
additional support. 

1. 400+ students assessed virtually since 
March 2020. 

1. Virtual training for 100+ teachers conducted 
since March 2020. 

FABLe data from one school. 
Ideally, 80% of students should be in 
G3 Benchmarking (blue).



How is FABLe being used currently?

Class-wise data helps schools 
compare performance across 
classes and teachers identify 
struggling learners.  

Class-wise comparison in one school. 
Ideally, 80% of students should be in G3 Benchmarking 
(blue).



How does FABLe compare to other apps in the market?

Features FABLe HiFi® Reading Tangerine®

Benchmarking and 
progress monitoring

Indian benchmarks* US benchmarks None

Pricing TBD Linked to DIBELS® data system; 
$1 per student per year; only 
available to districts in the US

Some data collection features 
free; annual subscription $3500 +

Availability Android and iOS phones and tablets iPads only Android devices only

Usability User feedback from the FABLe pilot 
study has been positive → teachers say it 
is intuitive and simple.

We found the app simple to 
navigate and intuitive.

We struggled with using the app. 
Challenges with syncing web 
changes with the app. 

Analytics Reading scores, cumulative graphs, error 
analysis

Reading scores, cumulative 
graphs

Available on separate Tangerine® 
Teach app (not free to access)

Intervention support Automated grouping, intervention plans None Separate Tangerine® Teach app 
(not free to access)

*Benchmarking data will be collected over the next 2 years



OFFLINE

ASSESSMENTS

Conduct assessments 

without internet access

INTERVENTION
PLANS

Structured Intervention plans 

recommended by experts in 

the field

ANALYTICS

Additional analytics, including 

class-wise comparison, 

multi-year cohort 

comparison

Upcoming Features

AUDIO RECORDING

Record students while 

they read

BENCHMARKS

Organization-specific 

and national 

benchmarks

2020-21

2021-22
LANGUAGES

Assessments in Hindi, 

Marathi and regional 

languages



Partners

Zaya Learning Labs

Product Development Partner

Attalim Group of Schools

Partner Organisation

Udayachal Primary School

Partner School

Zaya is a product development organisation that specialises in creating products for the education sector. They 

design and build mobile applications, web platforms and hardware-based systems for organisations focused on 
education and learning.

Support with data collection and user feedback

Support with data collection and user feedback



Contact Number
9769242720

Thank You

Email
rmisquitta@gatewayschoolmumbai.org

The Gateway School of Mumbai
Sion-Trombay Road, Chembur East,

next to Deonar Bus Depot,

Mumbai, Maharashtra - 400088

Contact Person
Radhika Misquitta


